Intelligize your network.
BENOCS is a pioneer of CDN/ISP
collaboration enabling advanced telemetry
and analytics solutions for network owners
and operators. BENOCS solutions allow
network operators to boost network
infrastructure efficiency levels as well as
monitor and understand traffic flows from
within the backbone and on the edge.
For our Berlin/Germany office, we are looking for
a:

The skill-set we are looking for:
frameworks

like

 Experience in designing, developing and
debugging
web technologies, including
HTML5, SASS/CSS, JS

 Expertise in implementing responsive web
design patterns and guaranteeing cross
browser, cross-platform and cross-device
compatibility

 Understand

and

practice

test-driven

development

 A solid background in algorithms,

data
structures as well as run-time and resource
complexity



the

ability

to

work

 Experience with docker, git, github flow and
agile software development

Nice-to-have knowledge
 Experience in User Experience Design
 Experience with Python and Django
 Knowledge of internet topology

and

mechanisms behind internet transport

 Good idea of network traffic behavior and
 Experience with statistical processing and data

As a front-end developer at BENOCS, you will play
a vital role in developing our Analytics tool. Your job
is a combination of development, prototyping and
deployments to a large user-base. You will develop
interactive web applications that provide customers
with a better understanding of their networks. You
will have the freedom to explore technology
options and contribute to design as well as
architectural decisions – while receiving meaningful
support from the team of experts at every step. Our
development team values direct communication,
promotes interaction, and uses agile methods to
continuously improve our solutions.

with
React/Redux/mobx/D3

and
independently

possibilities of its visualization

Front End Developer

 Experience

 Motivation

Passion about creating easy-to-understand
visualizations out of complex data sets

visualization using tools such as R or Jupyter



A
basic
conceptual
and
theoretical
understanding of statistical data processing

 Experience writing efficient SQL queries
Our Offer
We are a B2B company that offers you an exciting
opportunity to work with large and very complex
systems pertaining to the network on a global scale.
Our work environment is characterized by individual
responsibility and a goal oriented team spirit. We
highly encourage transparency and a common
understanding of working tasks within and among
our teams, as we strongly believe that this is the
main ingredient to effectively work together – and
have fun.
We offer you:
 Flexible working hours



Small teams with experienced experts



Flat hierarchical structure



The opportunities for further trainings and
to attend related workshops and
conferences

Your application should include a CV, a cover letter,
and any relevant reports and/or work references
you may have.
Mail to: jobs@benocs.com

BENOCS GmbH | Reuchlinstr. 10 | 10553 Berlin | www.benocs.com

